Newsletter #05/2022

With this newsletter, the tdAcademy concludes an exciting and insightful year in the transdisciplinary research community. At the same time, the year is not over yet: In two upcoming webinars our fellows are looking forward to discuss with you, in the new capacity building section you can request different workshops and in the online community you can use the autumn days to further fill your profiles and enter your own TD projects. We are looking forward to the last two months of the year with you, the tdCommunity - but since this newsletter is only published every two months, we also wish you an - admittedly very early - happy new year 2023!

---

Event | 3 November, 12-1.30pm (CET): TD research for Sustainable Rural Development

Last minute invitation: In this webinar, Ana Burgos (UNAM) presents her methods and strategies to integrate TD research in rural development in Mexico by using participative and cooperative research designs fostering knowledge production.

Community | Have you already joined and completed your personal profile?

Almost 400 people have registered in the tdCommunity! Connecting with others works best if you provide relevant information about you and your expertise. Let the community learn more about you - and get in touch with others!
Event | 7 December, 1-2.30pm (CET): The responsive & constitutive character of TD

Postponed from October: In this webinar, tdAcademy fellow Ulli Vilsmaier elaborates on the responsive and constitutive character of TD as a research orientation, a methodological feature, and an attitude - with a focus on its consequences for higher education.

Learn more & register

Expand the TD project database: Add your TD research project!

We have made it easier for you to enter your research projects into the project database and provide all relevant information to everyone interested. Let’s learn from each other's project designs and experiences by sharing insights in past and running projects!

Register & add your project

New capacity building offer: Apply innovative TD formats and methods in a tailor-made way

What should be considered in the context-sensitive selection and adaptation of formats and methods? This question is at core of the workshop, which is aimed at both researchers and practitioners in TD projects.

Learn more about the workshop offer

Report | Transdisciplinary methods with sea view - The 1st tdAcademy Summer School

In September, ZTG together with ISST/UPC conducted the first international tdAcademy Summer School. 27 master and PhD students gathered in Alt Empordà, Spain, to learn about basics and challenges of TD research using the example of land use conflicts.

Read more

---
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